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Dear reader,
welcome back to the 4th newsletter of the OPENMIND project.
A few months ago, the last year of the project has started.
This means that all individual developments have nearly been
finished and that the implementation phase of the project has
started. Among our two major goals – advancing the essential
manufacturing technologies towards highly flexible continuous
production and finding a way to control the new process in terms
of production efficiency and quality aspects – we nearly achieved
the first one. The new manufacturing modules for continuous
production have been assembled at the laboratories of our
partners. A few pictures of the manufactured machines are
shown below.
After the last test runs in the upcoming weeks, we will gather
all systems in Aachen and will start to assemble the Openmind
production line. The IT infrastructure for our data management
systems was prepared in parallel and the set-up is nearly
completed. First tests with the developed software for SPC and
data mining have been launched at the end of 2017.
The linking element between production machines and IT systems
is the in-line inspection equipment. We just completed the first
test run with the 360° inspection prototype. If you want to know
more about this development, please have a look at the “Focus
On” article in this newsletter.
The last phase of the project will reveal the potential of the
Openmind system. The whole consortium is excited to see the
first results. If you are also interested in the possibilities of flexible
continuous production, please do not miss our next newsletter in
the first part of 2018.
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Figure 1: Laser ablation module with beam splitting and three
galvanometers (left), pad printing module with close-up of
material feeding (right).

Until then we will also keep you up to date via our webpage, Twitter
or LinkedIn. Please do not hesitate to join us there or to contact
us directly.
Kind regards,
Christian Wasiak
Project Coordinator
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Follow us on social media. Your opinion matters.
Interact, share and comment. Openmind is an unrestricted club that needs your contribution to succeed.
Join us here:
https://twitter.com/openmind_eu		
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/openmind-project

FOCUS ON
In-line vision system for 360° inspection
The goal of the Openmind project is to develop a process for the manufacturing of affordable tailored medical disposables and thus aims to
close the gap between efficiently produced mass products and individually designed on-demand products. This requires a two-fold approach:
(1) integrating all relevant process steps into a flexible and continuously
producing process chain and (2) modelling the process and analyzing
process data with data mining algorithms and statistical methods for
automated process optimization and process development.

Second generation prototype successfully tested in running
process
The final 360° inspection system is made of two main components, the
360° optical unit and the camera with mounted lens. The optical unit
comprises 4 mirrors and one prism, which is used for the two central
mirrors (4, 5) due to its lower mounting volume. A double sided light
source is used to illuminate the inspection area and guiding rollers keep
the product in the focused position. The camera and lens are mounted
on an alignment stage to set the focus. All metal components have a
dark anodization to reduce disturbing reflections. The lines scanned by
the camera form a continuous image using the real process speed recorded with an external encoder.
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Figure 1: Ambition and approach of the Openmind project

The linking element between these hardware and software related tasks
is a seamless process monitoring. The challenge in the context of the
Openmind project is to image the full circumference of a circular endless
product with a diameter smaller than 1 mm in a running process. Possible approaches are either to use multiple cameras (competitors appear
to deploy three to four cameras) or to design an optical system using
mirrors. While the first approach is not necessarily economical, off-theshelf solutions for a 360° imaging system using a single camera are cost
efficient but not available for small diameters and thus high resolutions.

Tailored solution for 360° in-line inspection
Therefore, a new optical system tailored to the requirements of the
Openmind process has been designed by In-Core Systèmes. The new
system is based on an approach using six mirrors and a single line-scan
camera with a field of view (FOV) of 11 mm. The used telecentric lens
permits a sufficient depth of focus for a highly resolved image at 5μm
optical resolution. As shown schematically in Figure 2, the set of six mirrors allows four points of view, each imaging a 180° section of the product.

Figure 3: Second generation prototype implemented in Micro-Pullwinding
system

The final image of the running profile is analyzed in the inspection software. The algorithm detects the diameter of the profile with a +/-5 µm
precision and evaluates the winding angle (see Figure 4). All relevant
parameters can be read from the OPC server of the inspection module
and will be transferred into the process data base. The next version of
the evaluation software will also be able to classify production errors
and to prompt them to the overall quality control systems.
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Figure 4: Live view of the image evaluation software for winding angle
detection (nominal profile diameter: 750µm)
Figure 2: Mirror setup for 360° in-line inspection of micro profiles

partners

After the prototype of this system has been tested successfully in the
pullwinding system at Fraunhofer IPT, the next steps will be to install further inspection systems in the other machine systems of the Openmind
process chain.

With us in this issue...

George Love

Director of Engineering and Product Development
Natvar
Openmind project has interviewed George Love, Director of Engineering and Product Development at Natvar, an innovative global supplier
of precision medical tubing solutions for a broad spectrum of medical
device products which target hospital, physician, dental healthcare
and in-home use. Natvar’s unique, precision-crafted medical tubing
solutions are used by the majority of leading medical device companies around the world for applications such as intravenous therapy, dialysis equipment, insulin delivery, cardiovascular procedures,
drainage, catheterization and many others. The company has four
manufacturing facilities located in the United States, Asia and Europe.
George has a vast experience in the medical field. We have asked him
a couple of questions on our project.

OPENMIND project has the ambitious goal to develop a flexible
technology for manufacturing disposable medical devices, a
metal free design based on fibre-reinforced plastics that will
offer multi-modal compatibility with X-Ray, CT and even MRI.
As an expert, how do you evaluate the potentialities of the
OPENMIND project in your field?
At Natvar, we are a global supplier of precision medical tubing solutions
for a broad spectrum of medical devices which target hospital, physician, dental healthcare, and in home use. Our team has pride in the fact
that problem solving and collaborative solutions allow for advances in
the disposable medical device market. The project at OPENMIND aligns
with this global perspective that devices with multi-modal compatibility
will surface as innovative solutions in the future.
The project is an example of how innovation and integration will continue
to shape the device market and how OEM’s, like Natvar, can continue to
evolve the way we manufacture. The integration of multiple machines to
produce an entire system for medical device manufacturing will provide
challenges but simultaneously offer alternatives at which lead times are
dramatically reduced for custom solutions. This “time to solution” is an
area that Natvar looks to minimize with each project.
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The new production chain of Openmind project is based on FRP
production processes, in order to introduce a new generation of
minimally invasive devices. These devices will be widely customizable by doctors with the unique property of being fully MRI safe
which will boost the evolution of MRI from a sophisticated diagnostic technology to a powerful therapeutic tool. In your opinion,
how can this technique open new business scenarios?
Fiber-Reinforced Plastics show an alternative to metal in certain device
applications today however, there are mechanical properties of metal
that still lack a true alternative. As a manufacturer of tubing for the
device industry we continuously look for advantages for our customers
using new materials, some of which include fiber-reinforced plastics. The
technique allowing for doctors to fully customize devices could generate
a new family of products for the MRI market, many of which have been
under-developed or even unexplored due to the lack of medical devices
available. In such cases it could allow for a new generation of products
which may eliminate invasive surgery altogether.

Meet the partners...

Christoph Bay

R&D Project Manager
IN-CORE Systèmes
IN-CORE Systèmes is a leading technology company in computer vision. In the OPENMIND project it identifies the most appropriate optical metrology system conditions during pre-trials. IN-CORE Systèmes
manages the design and building of FRP-compatible inspection solutions and the development of image evaluation algorithms. The company will be also involved in process design and implementation.
More info at www.incore-systemes.com

What is the added value of IN-CORE Systèmes in this project?
INCORE-Systèmes is a leading technology company in the computer vision field. Within the OPENMIND project, the experience of 20 years in
this field is exploited to tailor an optical inspection solution and image
processing for the on demand production process developed within this
project. While the inspection of a guidewire is new to INCORE, the robust
industrial solutions used to acquire, process and analyse high resolution
images in real time is directly applicable to the quality control requirements of the different production steps in the OPENMIND process chain.
This backbone of our inspection solution combined with an innovative
image acquisition solution, integrated laser based diameter measurement devices and project specific software applications permits a real
time quality control by means of high accuracy dimensional controls,
measurements and defect control. The analysed results are either used
to trigger subsequent process modules via IO communication or can be
communicated via OPC to the central control unit. The resulting quality
data merged with the input of sensing devices in the different production modules support the statistical process analysis and model building
required in an adaptive process chain targeting the production of medical devices.
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According to your experience and to your business, why is this
project innovative?
A vast majority of products is either produced in high volume with low
costs in (fully) automated processes or in small batch processes with
high costs due to long setup times or costs for human resources. Both
especially apply for the medical field. Therefore, the first innovative outcome of this project is the developed solution to an on-demand production of customized medical devises in a production process which is highly automated thanks to the use of sensing devices and quality control
which guarantee via statistical process analysis the quality and product
specifications predicted by the developed process models. Besides this,
the guidewire product itself used as a demonstrator in this project is
highly innovative as it combines the possibility to have minimal invasive
interventions in a MRI while having tailored mechanical properties resulting from the developed on demand production process. From an engineers’ point of view both appear to be likely to improve the quality of the
interventions as the medical surgeon has access to SoA imaging solutions without the need of potentially harmful x-ray radiation while utilising tools produced according to the patients’ needs and his preference.

Events
Do you want to know more about the project?
Don’t miss the chance to meet Openmind
partners at the following events..

NEWS

ICMIM 2018: 20th International Conf. On
Mechatronics and Intelligent Manufacturing
IRIS
January 25-26, 2018 • Innsbruck, Austria
Learn more: www.waset.org/conference/2018/01/innsbruck/
ICMIM

Build your new CUSTOMIZED device:
it is fast and easy!
Build and customize your preferred guidewire by selecting the
length and the diameter and create your own “bricks”, defining
different stiffness, markers and coating, and their position in the
guidewire. The Openmind mockup gives you the opportunity to
discover the high flexibility of the process and an idea on how the
configuration of a customized guidewire could look like.
Have a look at www.openmind-project.eu/mockup and share
your outcomes with us to improve the Openmind project results!

Manufacturing and Supply Chain Event
BLUEACRE
January 31, 2018 • Dublin, Ireland
Learn more: www.manufacturingevent.com

CMR 2018
NANO4IMAGING
January 31 - February 3, 2018 • Barcelona, Spain
Learn more: http://cmr2018.org

MD&M SHOW ANAHEIM CALIFORNIA
GIMAC

Openmind project at the premier Conference of
composite materials
Our project coordinator Christian Wasiak, Fraunhofer IPT, presented some of the intermediate results of the Openmind project
at the premier conference in the field of composite materials, the
‘21st International Conference on Composites Materials (ICCM21)’. The conference took place in Xi’an, China, August 20-25,
2017. The title of the paper is ‘Quantification of micro-pullwinding
process as basis of data mining algorithms for predictive process
model’.
The Conference on Composites Materials aims at encouraging the
exchange of the researches and insights from scientists and scholars, while promoting research, development and use of composite
material and structure. The conference saw the attendance of
more than 2,000 participants from all around the world.
Have a look at www.openmind-project.eu/papers-and-presentations to check the scientific paper.

February 6-7-8, 2018 • Anaheim, California (USA)
Learn more: http://mdmwest.mddionline.com

The Eighth International Conference on Business
Intelligence and Technology / BUSTECH 2018
IRIS
February 18-22, 2018 • Barcelona, Spain
Learn more: www.iaria.org/conferences2018/BUSTECH18.html

Mobile World Congress
IRIS
February 26 - March 1, 2018 • Barcelona, Spain
Learn more: www.mobileworldcongress.com

JEC 2018
IPT
March 6-8, 2018 • Paris, France
Learn more: www.jeccomposites.com/knowledge/internationalcomposites-agenda/jec-world-2018

Advanced Factories
IRIS
March 13-15, 2018 • Barcelona, Spain
Learn more: www.advancedfactories.com/en

This newsletter was released in January, 2018
FOR MORE INFO: info@openmind-project.eu
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